
SCOPE
Thirty minutes north of 
Beaumont lies a small 
community in South Jasper 
County, Texas named Buna. 
It is home to about 2,200 
residents who spend their 
days working mostly in the 
logging and farming industries. Numerous oilfields, first discovered in 1948, lie to the 
west and north of Buna that further augment the local economy. 

PROBLEM
Managed by the private, non-profit South Jasper Water Supply, Buna’s water system 
contains 91 miles of un-looped distribution pipe with historical water losses of up to 
30%. A small operations team is responsible for monitoring two water plants, reading 
700 meters, repairing leaks, and flushing water to control the water quality. In an effort 
to spend less time manually flushing hydrants and focus more time on repairing leaks 
to reduce non-revenue water loss, South Jasper Water Supply purchased and installed 
two (2) Hydro-Guard HG-1 Basic / S Flushing Systems. 

SOLUTION
The Hydro-Guard HG-1 Basic / S Flushing System provides economical programmable, 
automatic flushing capabilities with either a 1- or 2-inch controlled flow diaphragm 
valve, making this device an excellent match for virtually any line size application in 
warm climates (cold climate model is also available). The HG-1 Basic / S Standard 
model has a removable multi-event handheld programmer that can be programmed 
to flush a water line multiple times a day, up to seven days a week, with flush durations 
from 1 minute to 4 hours. The Hydro-Guard HG-1 Basic / S unit features oversized 
vents for energy dissipation, to minimize erosion during discharge. 
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CONCLUSION
Since installation, South Jasper County Water Supply has 
seen a dramatic improvement in water quality. In addition, 
the Hydro-Guard HG-1 Basic / S units have reduced water 
consumption by 5%, lowered energy costs, and saved 
thousands of dollars by using less chlorine at their water 
plants. Rather than spending valuable man-hours manually 
flushing the system during the day, they have programmed the 
units to flush between 2 and 3 in the morning while residents 
are sleeping. While the units didn’t fix the water loss problem, 
they freed up time being spent flushing hydrants.

According to Working Supervisor Steve Harding, “Mueller 
builds an excellent product. With all that’s on our plate, 
we have used the HG-1 to knock water quality off our daily 
check list so we can focus on finding and fixing leaks. Before 
installing the Hydro-Guard units, Buna had water losses of 
30%; we are now at 3 - 8%. Since the Hydro-Guard units 
allow us to precisely control the amount of flushed water, we 
dramatically reduced our chlorine usage. Instead of using 3 
chlorine cylinders every month at $400 per cylinder, we now 
use 3 every 7 - 8 months. This means we are saving around 
$8,000 a year using two Hydro-Guard HG-1 units.”

For more information about Mueller or to view our full line of water products, please visit www.muellerwp.com or call Mueller customer service at 1.800.423.1323.
Mueller refers to one or more of Mueller Water Products, Inc. a Delaware corporation (“MWP"), and its subsidiaries. MWP and each of its subsidiaries are legally separate and independent entities when providing 
products and services. MWP does not provide products or services to third parties. MWP and each of its subsidiaries are liable only for their own acts and omissions and not those of each other. MWP brands include 
Mueller®, Echologics®, Hydro Gate®, Hydro-Guard®, Jones®, Krausz®, Mi.Net®, Milliken®, Pratt®, Pratt Industrial®, Singer®, and U.S. Pipe Valve & Hydrant.  
Please see muellerwp.com/brands to learn more.
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ABOUT MUELLER

Mueller (NYSE:MWA) is a leading manufacturer and marketer of products and services used in the transmission, distribution 
and measurement of water in North America. Our broad product and service portfolio includes engineered valves, fire hydrants, 
metering products and systems, leak detection and pipe condition assessment. We help municipalities increase operational 
efficiencies, improve customer service and prioritize capital spending.


